Introduction {#S0001}
============

Trachoma is an eye disease caused by infection with the bacterium *Chlamydia trachomatis*. It is thought to account for the blindness or visual impairment of 1.9 million people worldwide.^[1](#CIT0001)^ Repeated conjunctival infections^[2](#CIT0002)^ contribute to trichiasis,^[3](#CIT0003)^ associated with chronic, painful irritation of the cornea leading to permanent opacification, visual impairment, and blindness.^[4](#CIT0004)^ Surgery to correct trichiasis is the recommended means by which further vision loss can be minimised, and in many countries, ophthalmic nurses are trained to carry out these corrective surgeries. However, training trichiasis surgeons is costly, and the numbers required are largely informed by the estimated number of eyes requiring surgery in a given area. Accurate population-level estimates of the trichiasis prevalence help guide planning for recruitment and training and enable confident assessment of whether or not districts have reached the World Health Organization (WHO) elimination prevalence threshold.

In population-based surveys, the distribution of age and gender in sampled individuals only imperfectly represents the true demographics of the underlying population. This may be due to random variations in the demographics of those sampled or a bias related to the sampling methodology. In trachoma, both female gender and increasing age are strongly associated with trichiasis,^[5](#CIT0005)--[10](#CIT0010)^ and therefore, sample-based estimates of population-level outcomes risk being biased if particular age and gender groups are disproportionately represented in the sample without estimates being weighted accordingly. Disproportionate representation in samples collected via house-to-house surveys is likely because of age- and gender-determined patterns in absence from the home for work and education.

The optimal method for weighting prevalence estimates is unclear. Although gender is generally dichotomised (feminine/female, masculine/male), the ideal way to subdivide the range of ages in a sample is less obvious. At one extreme, we could subdivide individuals by their age in years, but this might lose the underlying variation in age-dependent risk by introducing imprecision in each age-specific estimate. At the other extreme, all individuals could be encompassed by a division that covers the entire range of ages in the sample, but this ignores changes in risk with age. The width of divisions used can be considered as the bandwidth of the underlying function. Cross-validation has been used in cases where bandwidth of a density function needs to be optimised to obtain a smoothed estimate of the underlying function.^[11](#CIT0011)--[14](#CIT0014)^

In this study, we apply a method of cross-validation to examine data from 162 standardised population-based trachoma prevalence surveys carried out in Ethiopia from 2012 to 2015, as part of the Global Trachoma Mapping Project (GTMP).^[15](#CIT0015)^ The accuracy of each age-binning strategy was evaluated using both a Brier score^[16](#CIT0016)^ and a Logarithmic scoring rule.^[17](#CIT0017)^ In addition, we examine potential effects of terminal digit preference in age reporting.

Methods {#S0002}
=======

All GTMP surveys followed a standardised methodology, the full details of which are described elsewhere.^[18](#CIT0018),[19](#CIT0019)^ Briefly, in each survey, a two-stage cluster sampling methodology was used, with kebeles, the lowest administrative unit with available population estimates, sampled at the first stage, using a probability proportional to population size approach. At the second stage, a subsection of the kebele known variously as a got, gere, developmental unit, or developmental team was randomly selected on the day of survey, and all residents aged 1 year and over in households within this selected second-stage cluster were eligible for inclusion in the survey.

Local health-care workers were trained to grade trachoma using the WHO simplified trachoma grading system^[3](#CIT0003),[4](#CIT0004)^ and were required to pass a standardised training course and field-based examination against a certified grader trainer in order to qualify as a grader for the survey. Candidates were assessed on their ability to grade the ocular clinical sign trachomatous inflammation---follicular (TF). Examination results were called to data recorders and recorded in a smartphone application developed for the project. Data were uploaded directly from the smartphones to a secure cloud-based server.

Models {#S0002-S2001}
------

### Resolution {#S0002-S2001-S3001}

Census populations are most commonly presented by gender and age, with a minimum resolution of 5 years. For this reason, credible methods of aggregating age into bins could only have bandwidths in multiples of 5 years. However, we used a 1-year age bin as a control for the finest possible resolution, estimating the populations in these bins as the population of the respective 5-year bin divided by 5.

### Transition points {#S0002-S2001-S3002}

In contrast to developed countries, the population of developing countries typically decreases sharply above the age of average life expectancy. This means that at ages greater than the average life expectancy, the number of survey-sampled individuals in any bin decreases, and the data become more sparse. Bin proportion estimates can, therefore, lack precision. With this in mind, it is reasonable to consider larger bin sizes at higher ages to produce more accurate estimate of the true proportion of individuals with trichiasis in these bins. We included a transition from fine to coarse resolution in this analysis, varying the age at which coarser-resolution binning was introduced between 40, 60, 65, and 70 years.

A total of 17 binning models were evaluated that could credibly be used for age adjustment in population-based surveys ([Table 1](#T0001)). 10.1080/09286586.2018.1555262-T0001Table 1.The predictive accuracy of cross-validated age-binning methods in estimating the true prevalence of trichiasis in those aged ≥15 years. Division by gender was included a priori, with variations in the method of age binning considered which could be used in trachoma prevalence surveys. For each sampling method (simple random sampling \[SRS\] and cluster random sampling \[CRS\]) and for outcome score (Brier and Logarithmic), the ordered rank of accuracy for each binning method is shown (rank 1 -- most accurate, rank 17 -- least accurate).Binning typeSimple random sampling^a^Cluster random sampling^b^Model1st incrementTransition age2nd incrementBrier scoreRank^c^Log scoreRank^c^Brier scoreRank^c^Log scoreRank^c^**A57020**0.01781−0.081610.01781−0.08131***B**5**70**10***0.01782−0.081620.01782−0.08132***C**5**60**10***0.01793−0.081650.01783−0.08134**D*5**65**20***0.01794−0.081640.01784−0.08135***E**5**65**10***0.01795−0.081630.01785−0.08133***F**5**--**--***0.01796−0.081760.01786−0.08136**G*5**40**10***0.01797−0.081780.01787−0.08147***H**5**60**20***0.01798−0.081790.01788−0.08148***I**10**65**20***0.01799−0.0819130.01789−0.081611**J*10**--**--***0.017910−0.0819120.017810−0.081610***K**5**70**--***0.017911−0.081770.017914−0.081612***L**5**75**--***0.017912−0.0817100.017915−0.081613**M1----**0.017913−0.0819110.017811−0.08159***N**5**40**20***0.017914−0.082140.017812−0.081714***O**20**--**--***0.017915−0.0828150.017813−0.082515**P*50**--**--***0.018116−0.088160.018116−0.087716Base rate^d^***--**--**--***0.018417−0.0915170.018417−0.091417[^2][^3][^4][^5]

### Sampling strategies {#S0002-S2001-S3003}

The accuracy of models was evaluated by internal cross-validation, partitioning the data into training (95%) and test (5%) data-sets. Two methods of partitioning were compared: simple random sampling (SRS) with partitioning at individual level and cluster random sampling (CRS), respecting the clustered design of the survey. In the SRS methodology, individuals were selected by random number generation in the range \[0, 1\]. In the CRS methodology, all surveys were stratified, and one cluster from each survey was selected randomly. All inhabitants in the selected cluster for each survey were chosen to be the test group, and all participants living in the other clusters in the survey were selected as the training set, with bin-specific proportions derived from a given survey applied to the training set from that survey.

At each iteration, and for each binning type, age- and gender-specific proportions were calculated using the training data-set. These probabilities were then assigned to individuals in the test data-set based on their respective age and gender. In this way, the accuracy of probabilities derived from each strategy could be evaluated by their ability to predict outcomes in the test data-set. The goodness of fit was evaluated by two metrics: a Brier score and a Logarithmic score. The algorithm for partitioning and scoring is shown in [Table 2](#T0002). 10.1080/09286586.2018.1555262-T0002Table 2.Algorithm for evaluating alternative age bandwidths to optimise the predictive accuracy of trichiasis estimates.1. For each iteration: iPartition the data into a training (95%) and test (5%) set using either SRS or CRS.iiApply each binning method to individuals in the training set and calculate the proportion of individuals with trichiasis in each bin for each method.iiiApply the bin proportions to the equivalent bins applied to the test data-set and compute the Brier score,$\ B$, and Logarithmic score,$\ L$, via\
$B\left( {\mathbf{r},q} \right) = \frac{1}{N}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}\left( {T_{j} - p_{j}} \right)^{2}$\
$L\left( {\mathbf{r},q} \right) = \frac{1}{N}\ \sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}\left\lbrack {T_{j}\log_{10}p_{j} + \left( {1 - T_{j}} \right)\log\left( {1 - p_{j}} \right)} \right\rbrack$\
where $\ \mathbf{r}$ is the training set, $q$ is the binning method, $T_{j}$ is the vector of the trichiasis results of the individuals in the training data-set, and $p_{j}$ is the probability of trichiasis for a given individual and binning method.2. Calculate the mean $B\left( q \right)$ and $L\left( q \right)$ over all 8192 iterations.[^6]

In the training data-set, zero-count bins were assigned an artificial probability using a Laplace estimator, with the bin probability assigned as $1/\left( {1 + N} \right)$, where $N$ is the total number of individuals examined in the bin. Similarly, full (100% prevalence) bins were assigned a probability of $1 - 1/\left( {1 + N} \right)$.

Test set scores {#S0002-S2002}
---------------

### Brier score {#S0002-S2002-S3001}

For each model, the squared difference between the predicted probability of trichiasis in the $j^{th}$ individual, $p_{j}$, and the proportion of trichiasis in the actual survey findings, $T_{j}$ (0 or 1: the absence or presence of trichiasis), was calculated for all individuals. The mean score for all individuals was calculated for each iteration, expressed as the equation: $$B\left( {r,q} \right) = \frac{1}{N}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}\left( {T_{j} - p_{j}} \right)^{2}$$

with the highest predictive accuracy achieved by minimising this score.

### Logarithmic score {#S0002-S2002-S3002}

The Logarithmic score was similarly calculated by assigning a score to each individual. If trichiasis was present, the score was assigned as the logarithm (base 10) of the probability of trichiasis. If trichiasis was absent, the score was assigned as the logarithm (base 10) of 1 − (probability of trichiasis). The Logarithmic score for each model was assigned as the mean of all such values for each individual at each iteration, expressed as the equation: $$L\left( {r,q} \right) = \frac{1}{N}\ \sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}\left\lbrack {T_{j}\log_{10}P_{j} + \left( {1 - T_{j}} \right)\log\left( {1 - P_{j}} \right)} \right\rbrack$$

with the highest predictive accuracy achieved by maximising this score.

The 95% confidence interval for each score was estimated directly by calculating the 2.5th and 97.5th centiles from the ordered list of all score results over all iterations.

Errors in age reporting {#S0003}
=======================

When self-reporting age, it is common for individuals to have biases towards particular figures, known as terminal digit preference.^[20](#CIT0020)^ This usually means that there is an excess of terminal digit 0s and/or 5s in the reported ages of the sampled population. To investigate any effect of errors in self-reporting of age from survey participants, we applied a normal distribution $N\left( {\sigma,p} \right)$ around the reported age, considering positively biased (tendency to over-estimate), negatively biased (tendency to under-estimate), and neutral (unbiased uncertainty in an individual's reported age) distributions. In the positively biased case, the mean was +2 years; in the negatively biased case, the mean was −2 years; and in the neutral case, the mean was 0 year. In each case, a standard deviation, σ, of 2 years was used. Models were applied to data sampled over 8192 iterations.

As a case example, we apply this age distribution to the census data from the largest region in Ethiopia, Oromia, to estimate the error in the backlog of trichiasis that would be associated with each error (neutral bias, positive bias, and negative bias) and report the results as the percentage change in the estimate of the backlog when applying the optimal binning method to this population. As a control, we included the trichiasis backlog estimate that would arise from a constant trichiasis base rate applied to all individuals, irrespective of age.

Ethical clearance {#S0004}
=================

The overall GTMP protocol and the subsequent protocol to carry out this secondary analysis was approved by the ethics committee of the London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine (LSHTM; Ref 6319 and 8355 and 14519). The survey protocol was approved by the ethics committee of each participating regional state in Ethiopia. The World Health Organization Ethics Review Committee exempted this secondary analysis of anonymised data from full review (0002998).

Results {#S0005}
=======

A total of 241,139 individuals aged ≥15 years were examined in seven regions in Ethiopia in 162 surveys carried out from December 2012 to May 2015. All surveys followed the same two-stage sampling methodology, with a total of 4210 kebeles and 122,090 households visited. Primary analyses are presented elsewhere.^[5](#CIT0005),[6](#CIT0006),[21](#CIT0021)--[24](#CIT0024)^ In total, 140,115 (58.1%) of ≥15-year-olds examined were female. Half of all those examined aged ≥15 years reported their age with a terminal digit of 0 or 5 ([Figure 1](#F0001)). The median reported age of ≥15-year-olds examined was 32 years (interquartile range \[IQR\] 24--45; minimum 15, maximum 100). A total of 4529 cases of trichiasis (1.9% of ≥15-year-olds examined) were identified, with 3568 (78.8%) of cases found in females. The median age of those found to have trichiasis was 50 years (IQR 40--64, minimum 15, maximum 100).10.1080/09286586.2018.1555262-F0001Figure 1.Self-reported ages of ≥15-year-olds examined for trachoma in 162 standardised surveys in seven regions of Ethiopia. In total, 120,656 (50.0%) of 241,137 people examined reported ages with a terminal digit of 0 or 5. Global Trachoma Mapping Project, Ethiopia, 2012--2015.

The Brier and Logarithmic scores for each binning method, considering SRS and CRS methodologies, as well as the ranked outcomes for each method, are shown in [Table 1](#T0001). Overall, model A, the binning method using 5-year bands with a transition to coarser binning at age 70 years, with 20-year band size above this age, provided the best predictive accuracy in both the SRS and CRS methodologies, and for both the Brier and Logarithmic score outcomes, over 8192 iterations. However, there was near-complete overlap of the 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for models A--H.

[Figure 2](#F0002) shows the result of the cross-validation method used to optimise the binning choice selection, using model A, the optimal binning method.10.1080/09286586.2018.1555262-F0002Figure 2.Optimised bin width estimation for maximising predictive accuracy in the age-specific prevalence to trichiasis in those aged ≥15 years using data from 162 standardised surveys carried out in seven regions of Ethiopia. Top: resolution too coarse -- 30-year bin widths. Middle: optimised bin width -- 5-year binning to age 69 years and then 20-year bins above this age. Bottom: resolution too fine -- 1-year bin widths (raw data). Further division by gender not illustrated for simplicity. Global Trachoma Mapping Project, Ethiopia, 2012--2015.

Application of age-reporting bias to trichiasis estimates {#S0006}
=========================================================

We examined the effect of applying the optimised binning method to real-world data, when age variation is allowed in the model. Using the optimised binning method, model A, the adjusted mean trichiasis prevalence in those aged 15 years or greater in Oromia was 1.54%. The mean estimate of the number of trichiasis cases requiring surgery was estimated by applying this figure to the age and gender-specific population estimates from the latest available census data.^[25](#CIT0025)^

The trichiasis backlog estimate from the neutral age distribution had a median value of 228,000 cases (95% CI 226,900--229,000); the backlog from the positive-bias estimate was 206,700 (95% CI 205,800--207,500); the backlog from the negative-bias estimate was 250,000 (95% CI 248,700--251,500; [Table 3](#T0003)). 10.1080/09286586.2018.1555262-T0003Table 3.Estimates of the backlog of cases of trichiasis when applying age distributions to self-reported ages, Global Trachoma Mapping Project, Oromia, Ethiopia.Age distribution*Negative biasNeutralPositive bias*Trichiasis estimate (1000s; 95% CI)^b^250.0 (248.7--251.5)228.0 (226.9--229.0)206.7 (205.8--207.5)[^7][^8]

Discussion {#S0007}
==========

Using a large real-world data-set, we developed a method of cross-validation for optimising bin-size choice for gender- and age-specific trichiasis prevalence standardisation. We evaluated the predictive accuracy achieved using Brier and Logarithmic scores. Using the optimised binning type, we included age variation in subsequent models, accounting for the possibility of inaccuracy in self-reported estimates of age from examined individuals.

The binning method with the highest predictive accuracy divided the population by gender and 5-year-binned age-bands up to 69 years of age and 20-year age-bands above that point. The CIs around the score estimates for each binning type were generally large. However, while we demonstrate that a wide range of binning methods could give comparable predictive accuracy (models A--H), we also demonstrated a range of methods whose bins were either too wide or too narrow and should not be used (models I--Q).

Compared to the neutral-bias estimate, the estimate for the trichiasis backlog was higher in those with a negative-bias in self-reported age (tending to be older than reported). The estimate for the trichiasis backlog was lower in those with a positive bias in self-reported age (tending to be younger than reported). This is intuitively correct, because if a person reports being older than they are, our age-specific trichiasis prevalence (for each gender) will underestimate the true trichiasis prevalence for this age (if the age-reporting bias is not associated with trichiasis status). It is also epidemiologically important, because the prevalence of trichiasis increases with age, with the peak in absolute number of cases at (or near to) the peak in the distribution of ages of individuals whose data contributed to the census. Negatively biasing an age estimate shifts the prevalence curve to the left, so that a higher age-specific trichiasis prevalence is applied to a smaller number of people at population level.

To model the effect of bias in age reporting, we added an age-bias(negative bias, neutral bias, positive bias) from a normal distribution (mean −2, 0, or +2; standard deviation 2) to the self-reported ages. This was chosen pragmatically: we are unable to estimate the degree to which people will provide incorrect information about their true age. The significance of the estimates from the negative-bias and positive-bias models would be dependent on specific cultural knowledge about the tendency to favour higher or lower age estimates. It is possible to conceive of situations where individuals feel they could benefit from either under-estimating or over-estimating their age, and in this sense, age reporting is almost certainly biased to some extent in any survey. However, in our data, this introduced an error around population-level estimates that equated to only ±0.5% of the absolute trichiasis backlog, and this is unlikely to significantly alter planning for surgical services.

It is possible that estimates could be significantly affected if sociocultural factors bias age reporting to a much greater extent than has been considered here, and public health professionals should be aware of this issue. Where this phenomenon is neglected, there is a potential to provide estimates to local planners that may not reflect the reality on the ground, which may result in misallocation of limited resources for trachoma elimination.
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[^1]: Color versions of one or more of the figures in the article can be found online at [www.tandfonline.com/iope](http://www.tandfonline.com/iope).

[^2]: ^a^Simple random sampling -- data partitioned into 95% training/5% test data by randomly sampling individuals.

[^3]: ^b^Cluster random sampling -- data partitioned by stratifying the data-set by survey and then selecting one cluster in each. All individuals in this cluster comprised the test data, with individuals in all other clusters comprising the training data.

[^4]: ^c^Ranked accuracy (1 most accurate, 17 least accurate) of binning method by Brier score (lowest score most accurate) and Logarithmic score (lowest absolute value score most accurate). Scores presented have been truncated to four decimal places for brevity; full precision was used for ranks.

[^5]: ^d^Equivalent to probability of trichiasis being constant for all individuals aged ≥15 years of a given gender, with the probability equal to the overall proportion of the ≥15-year-old population of that gender that had trichiasis: (total trichiasis cases \[male or female\]/total individuals \[male or female\] examined).

[^6]: SRS: simple random sampling; CRS: cluster random sampling.

[^7]: ^a^Normal distribution added to reported age with mean 0 (neutral bias), mean +2 (positive bias), and mean −2 (negative bias), and standard deviation 2 years.

[^8]: ^b^Oromia-region estimate of cases of trichiasis; 95% confidence intervals (CIs) from 2.5th and 97.5th centiles of 8192 iterations of model varying age only.
